
The USA national team, 2007-11: Professionalism, the god that’s failing 

By 2005, the World Cup’s rapid growth had eased worries about international rugby’s long-term 
health. The International Rugby Board decided to distribute some of the proceeds, in an effort to 
increase the tournament’s competitiveness and consequently its market appeal, as well as to shore 
up member unions’ balance sheets. 

Before launching the 3-year, £30 million ($54 million) ‘investment program’, Dublin produced a 
study of best practices for professionalizing the game. So-called tier 2 countries, including the 
United States, were to follow this playbook. 

Compromised by a recent bout with insolvency, USARFU readily adopted Dublin’s prescriptions 
in its 2006 strategic plan, which was written by the IRB’s handpicked consultants and paid for by 
the World Cup windfall. ‘It is critical that the lessons of other countries are applied ... through a 
centralized contracting system for players and coaches’, reads a key passage of the section dealing 
with the US national team. 

Follow the leaders yielded six years of undifferentiated, unfulfilled initiatives, sidelining real 
opportunities for the Eagles to gain ground. Even after pulling back in 2009, the union has 
continued to profess allegiance to the pro ideal, and failed to iron out inconsistencies with the 
current ‘export’ policy, whereby USARFU looks to place its best players with European clubs. 

By result, America has arrived at the incoherent position of trying to place native-born players 
abroad, at a disadvantage to rivals competing for the same places, while importing players who go 
up against grassroots products for the test berths that are necessary to win overseas contracts in 
the first place. 

Having skidded to an IRB rank of 20th before rebounding to finish the 2011 World Cup in 17th, 
the Eagles remain 3 notches below 2006’s starting point of 14th place. Since the US has received 
as much as any other tier 2 union, as then chairman (and current vice chair) Bob Latham proudly 
noted in 2005, America’s international rivals have done more with the same amount or less. 

Blueprint for pro rugby in the US 
It all seemed so glamorous. Steered by South Africa’s accomplished Alan Solomons and later 
Ireland’s Morgan Buckley, the 2006 plan set an initial goal of signing 60 players at a minimum 
annual personnel cost of $1.8 million. Ten were to reside in San Francisco, site of a new training 
academy, which then-chief executive Doug Arnot declared would be revealed by the end of 2005. 
Three satellite centers were also to be established. Uninitiated youth and blue-chip athletes alike 
would flock to the new setup, and rugby in America would finally be on its way. 

Other leading tenets included the launch of the North American 4 ‘cross border’ tournament, 
which in three years was to expand via partnerships for ‘public-private’ franchises, and a public 
flotation of ‘USA Eagles LLC’, premised in part on the Churchill Cup’s turning profitable. The 
primary success metrics were defined as the USA’s place in the world rankings and the competitive 
and commercial development of the NA4. 

With the NA4 salary target alone at 40 percent of the union’s 2005 revenue of $4.6 million, the 
plan was dependent on $1.5 million in direct IRB aid over 2006-08 and an additional $7.5 million 
for the NA4 and Churchill Cup through 2011. Crucially, it also required fundraising by 
USARFU’s new board of directors, chaired by Kevin Roberts. 
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Two years later, only Todd Clever and Chris Wyles had been contracted and there were no 
training academies. The hopelessly unprofitable NA4 was about to trim its competitive schedule. 
The Eagles had dropped to 18th at the end of the 2007 World Cup, and would subsequently go 
lower. USARFU’s balance sheet, temporarily stabilized by the sale of the USA 7s and the influx of 
IRB grants, had resumed its downward trajectory. 

Unshaken faith 
Yet professionalism’s power to spur the growth of American rugby went undoubted. In an 
interview at the 2007 World Cup, national team coach Peter Thorburn, a New Zealander with 
less than two years’ experience in the domestic game, declared that ‘If you don’t have the right 
materials, you can’t build a house. It is the same with rugby. We [America] have to create a 
professional league in the country so young players will start playing. 

‘It [the US] has always been the sleeping giant,’ he told the IRB’s press service. ‘I believe that it 
will reach its potential in the next four or five years, and in eight will be part of the tier 1.... If not 
it will definitely fall asleep and it won’t have a future’. 

Thorburn’s successor, Scott Johnson, was equally fervent. But having taken promises of an 
imminent pro competition at face value, the unruly Australian quickly lost patience with the 
prospect of fielding domestic amateurs, and so began the wholesale import of foreign players able 
to represent America. 

He would depart in less than a year, not long after the nadir of the fall 2008 trip to Japan, when 
the Eagles were forced to purchase Canterbury team kit from a retail outlet. 

Johnson’s lasting contribution was to take the cult of the pro player to its logical extreme, 
symbolized by Australian Tyrone Coppedge, a rugby league player whose athleticism and training 
was presumptively superior to an American amateur. By way of contrast, Tom Billups once 
summarily cut a prospect for admitting he would rather play for his native Canada. 

Amid the search for a successor -- Ireland’s Eddie O’Sullivan -- USARFU’s finances continued 
southward. In January 2009, Melville finally acknowledged USA Rugby’s professionalization 
campaign was stillborn, blaming the retreat on the declining economy. Henceforth, the US would 
look to place elite players with Europe’s top teams. 

Most successfully pursued by Argentina, whose best prospects often have family ties that allow 
them to skirt European labor law, the approach is used by every second-division country. Since it 
does not have a labor pact with the European Union, the US would be both disadvantaged and 
late to the party. 

‘Our “export strategy” does not differ significantly from others’, Melville acknowledged in an 
email interview. ‘We do however make sure that players are in quality full-time training 
environments - quality coaching, conditioning, and competition.’ 

Still, Roberts and chief executive Nigel Melville never stopped asserting the union would be hiring 
players. ‘We will contract another dozen this year’, the chair had predicted in late 2008. Two 
summers later, the union continued having trouble paying out modest win bonuses. 

‘Contracting players and creating a professional league in 2009 was a real possibility. Talks with 
one group are ongoing, but they are reluctant to discuss rolling out their plan until the economy at 
least stabilizes’, Melville said in a blog post. 
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The 2009 strategic plan also persisted in aspiring to a training center and a new ‘elite men’s 
professional competition to be played prior to the June / November international player-release 
windows’. 

Competitive advantage ... 
In its goal of sending players overseas, USARFU is succeeding. More than half of the 2011 World 
Cup squad was based abroad last season. But one Eagle forward signed an English Premiership 
contract on the explicit understanding that he would skip the tournament in order to remain 
behind as cover for the team’s New Zealand-bound internationals. 

The export strategy also serves to churn the USA 7s roster, as the union looks to promote top 
performers to 15s. Is it better for players like Kevin Swiryn to lead the US to prominence on the 
Sevens World Series, or go to Europe in hopes of cracking the first team of a World Cup also-ran? 

Despite starting most of 2010 and 2011, last month in New Zealand the center-wing was mainly 
outside the match 22, as O’Sullivan quickly promoted New Zealand-born James Paterson into the 
first XV. Every single position always should be filled on merit, on the coach’s judgment of who 
will most help the team to win. But the revelation that America’s squad contained the World 
Cup’s second-highest total of foreign-born players demonstrates that Johnson’s import route has 
quickly come to compete with players graduating from domestic schools.  

The practical impact of USARFU’s strategy on elite player development is a topic for another day. 
‘Developing home grown players takes time and I would put money on that statistic changing 
over time as players now playing in middle and high school programs move through the pathway’, 
Melville said in an interview. 

Every organization suffers strategic mistakes and unintended consequences. USARFU’s choices, 
however, gain America no competitive advantage. If everyone else is creating commercial 
competitions and / or looking to send players to Europe, why should the Eagles expect better 
results? And, how do these plans make use of our country’s large population, advanced sports 
facilities and sports science, and lucrative commercial structures? How do they anticipate changes 
in world rugby? 

Roberts declined to address a series of questions posed by Gainline.us for this story. 

...or what everyone else wants us to do? 
If player export is orthodox among tier 2 countries, crash professionalization of America is an 
article of faith among the tier 1 powers. Since 1995, the mid-sized Commonwealth countries that 
predominate the IRB have been deeply unsettled by the game’s shifting economics. Opportunities 
in the US sports market, 6-30 times bigger as measured by simple population, look the more 
compelling. 

A cohort of executives and coaches sharing this worldview moved into power beginning late 
2005, by result of past chair Neal Brendel’s longstanding aim of professionalizing USARFU’s 
board of directors and Arnot’s financial failings. Key figures have included the IRB’s Steve 
Griffiths, seconded to USARFU as chief operating officer; Solomons, who served as interim 
director of rugby operations; current board members Bill Middleton and Francois Viljoen; 
consultant Buckley; coaches Thorburn, Johnson, and O’Sullivan; sundry Boulder staffers; and of 
course Melville and Roberts. 

The chair, who notoriously tried to bring a 2008 Bledisloe Cup match to Denver on terms 
favorable to Australia and New Zealand but risky for the USA, and persistently blogs about ways 
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the Kiwi union could increase its revenue, is America’s leading exponent of the idea that what’s 
good for world rugby is good for the US. In a 2008 interview with Rugby Magazine’s Ed Hagerty, 
the former NZRU director made his views clear: 

I think the game of rugby needs the US. ...If I was running the IRB now I’d be focusing all 
of my efforts on the US. You can talk about Japan, you can talk about China and you can 
talk about Russia. These are very long-term things and good things to be talking about, 
but the US is today. It’s the biggest market in the world. It’s like when Willie Sutton was 
asked why he robbed banks. He replied: ‘It’s where the money is.’ 

Roberts’ failure to articulate why American rugby’s path ought to follow the Commonwealth 
experience is ironic given his reputation as an original thinker. A year later, Hagerty, once 
enamored of the new board’s approach, drew the much different conclusion that ‘USA Rugby 
would be better served by an American chairman with US rugby experience who has a more active 
and involved interest in the US game’. 
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